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Gravity holder for smartphone Dudao F11 Pro (black)

Dudao F11 Pro gravity phone holder 
Provide unparalleled comfort while driving your car! The Dudao F11 Pro gravity mount is distinguished by its well-thought-out design that
stably holds your phone. The automatic side clamps of the mount self-adjust to the width of the device. In addition, it allows 360-degree
adjustment.
 
Carefully considered design
The F11 Pro guarantees the highest level of security for your phone. The well-thought-out Y-shaped design ensures reliable stability while
driving even on bumpy roads or speed bumps. In addition, you can easily charge your smartphone without removing it from the holder,
thanks to a special cutout.
 
Easy installation
The Dudao mount has a specially designed bracket that allows you to quickly install it in the car's air vents. In addition, when you place
your smartphone in it, it will automatically adjust to its shape, while when you remove it, it will automatically return to its initial position.
 
Comfortable operation of the phone
Another  of  the  advantages  of  the  mount  is  the  ability  to  operate  the  phone  with  one  hand.  This  allows  you,  among  other  things,  to
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comfortably and safely use navigation or answer phone calls. What's more, you can easily adjust the position of your device thanks to
360° adjustment.
 
Manufacturer
Dudao
Model
F11 Pro
Color
Black
Mounting location
Ventilation grille
Material
ABS + PC + silicone

Price:

€ 5.40
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